Consent to use/publication
of picture- and videomaterial
The joint activities of the Ev. Jugend von Westfalen and their subdivisions generally incorporate a large number of exciting,
challenging, formative and irretrievable situations and experiences. Thereby the focus is put on the collective experiences and
learning opportunities.
To provide all participants with a long-lasting memory of this eventful and profitable time and to additionally document the work
of our Youth Association our staff members or people acting on behalf of our staff members will sometimes take pictures and
videos during these activities.
We are very concerned to only publish pictures and videos that preserve the dignity of those pictured. We commit ourselves to
carefully and diligently choose and select the pictures and videos.
The consent of the pictured people is required in order to publish these pictures and videos. In the cases of pictured minors
the parents or legal guardians need to give their consent. Due to the regularly reached maturity of teenagers of 14 years or
older it is required to also acquire their consent. We kindly request this consent.
We intend to use these pictures and videos selectively to:
1. publish and include them in various printouts (e.g. press releases, church papers, photo books, advertisements for
upcoming events etc.) and/or
2. burn them onto CDs/DVDs and to distribute those to children and teenagers/parents of our association and/or
3. distribute them electronically (mail, Dropbox etc.) to the parents and the participants of the event and/or
4. publish them on the publically accessible website of the organizer and their subdivisions and/or
5. publish them on publically accessible social networks and/or
6. publish them on the internet (webalbum, YouTube, Blogs) for everyone to access and/or
7. distribute them in closed groups of social networks (for instance: WhatsApp) to the respective participants.
In printed versions but not in published versions on electronic media or on the internet, in social networks or distribution via
mail, we intend in specific cases to publish the first and last names of the people pictured in the pictures and videos;
incidentally only the first names are published – if at all.
I consent to the restricted publication of first and last name:  yes  no
With my signature on this document I consent to the making and the aforementioned publication/use of pictures and videos
that also show my child…

Last name of the pictured person

First name(s) of the pictured person

Date of birth

This consent is voluntary and can be retracted - partially or fully - at all times without specification of reasons. This will come
into effect in the future and does not apply to already published and/or used pictures and videos. If the consent is not retracted
it will continue to apply indefinitely that means even after you or your child leaves our youth association. The refusal or
retraction of the consent will not cause any negative repercussions.

Place, Date

Signature of the pictured person (from age 18 onwards)
respectively signature of the legal guardian/custodian
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Signature of the pictured minor person
(from age 14 onwards)
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